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SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCES ON ETS
This Section gives three e :ca,.ples of recent scientific
conferences that have dealt with the ETS issue . Two of these,
held in Austria and Argentina, provide models for the
organisationn of a conference for countries at distinctly
different stages of development of ETS as an issue . The third,
held in London, is an example of an interr._cicnal scientific
meeting .
The Vienna Conference
On 2nd May 1988 the Austrian Ministry of health conducted a
`Hearing' on the alleged health consequences of ETS exposure .
This was held at the Austria Centre in Vienna . The meeting was
hosted by the Austrian Minister of Health and Public Services,
Dr . Franz Loschnak, and moderated by a physician and former
Austrian Minister of Health, Dr . Kurt Steyrer . Some 21
international scientists took part in short presentations and
panel discussions on all aspects of the ETS issue . A balance of
the various positions was heard . After assimilating all of the
evidence and the discussions, the Minister of Health concluded
that "a causal connection between passive smoking and illnesses
cannot be proved" . Moreover, he suggested that legislated
restrictions on where smoking car. take place are neither
effective nor enforcable, and that the US example of widespread
restrictions would not be followed in Austria . However, the
Minister did say that babies and small children should not be
exposed to ETS and that smoking rooms in schools would be
eliminated .
Dr . H . Klus, Research Director of Austria Tabak, was the prime
instigator of the `hearing' . Discussions wit : him in November
1988 revealed the following steps as being important when
considering such a conference :
1.

It should be clearly defined that the conference is
organised by the Minister of Health .

2.

Presentations should be complete on all aspects of ETS and
by presenters covering the spectrum of views on the subject .

3 . The scientific credentials of each of the presenters'
expertise should be confirmed by the supply of a list of
references to the Minister .
4.

A neutral, well respected, person should chair the meeting
(in this case a physician and former Minister of Health) .

5 . Presentations should be limited to some 10 minutes, with
three or four talks discussing each aspect . Each session
should then be followed by a discussion period .
6.

Neutral experts should su .:.arise each session and the (_.,,
conference as a whole .
O
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7.

Journalists
should be briefed s~Te months r=iot to the
meeting and it should be ensured that they have assimilated
the background information .

8.

These journalists
should then be encouraged to promote the
findings of the conference .

9.

It should be made clear who is paying for what and publicise
this .

10 . The Health minister should be supported if attacks are made
after the conference .
The following pages give translations into English of the
programme of the `hearing' and some of the media publicity that
ensued . Particularly interesting is an attack on the Minister by
the anti-smoking campaigner Dr . Klech, and a response to this by
the Health Ministry .
Although the result of the hearing was reasonably favourable, it
should be noted that many media articles headlined t -e proposed
ban on smoking rooms in schools .
Conferences of a similar format could prove useful, particularly
in countries where the ETS issue has been actively discussed for
some time and where public attitudes believe ETS to be harmful .
However, if this format is considered, great care must :be taken
in its organisation and in ensuring accurate subsequent
publicity .
The proceedings of the Vienna `hearing' are due to be published
by the Minister for Health early in 1989 . This may provide an
opportunity for wider publicity of the various conclusions .
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The Federal Minister of
Health and Public Service
Dr . FRANK LOSCHNAK
invites you to a
symposium
on the subject
ILL AS A RESULT OF
PASSIVE SMOKING?

2nd May 1988

08 .30 hours
Austria Centre Vienna
1220 Vienna, Am Hubertusdamm
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08 .30

TI :-fET . .ELE

Opening :
Federal Minister Dr . F . Ldschnak
Discussion guidance :
Dr . K . Steyrer
Ex-Minister of Health
and Environmental Protection

08 .45

Introduction to the problem :
Prof . Dr . M . Kunze
Department of Social Medicine
University of Vienna

09 .00

Passive smoking as a matter of conflict in society :
Prof . Dr . J . von Troschke
Department of Medical Sociology
University of Freiburg

09 .20

Concentration of tobacco ingredients in inside rooms :
Dr . H . Klus
Research and Development
Austria Tabak AG, Vienna

09 .40

Absorption of tobacco ingredients by non-smokers :
Dr . D . Hoffmann
American Health Foundation, New York
Dr . H .W_ Letzel
Association for the Promulgation of
Information and Statistics in Medicine,
Munich

10 .20

Coffee break

10 .40

Toxicology of passive smoking, incl . synergistic
effect :
Prof . Dr . H . Remmer
Department of Toxicology
University of Tdbingen
Prof . Dr . K . Norpoth
Department of Hygiene and Industrial
Medicine
University of Essen
Prof . Dr . F . Adlkofer
Smoking & Health Association, Hamburg
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11 .40

Ep_demiology of passive smoking wi :h emphasis on
lung cancer :
B . Junge
Department of Social Medicine and
Epidemiology, Federal Health Office,
Berlin
Prof . Dr . C . Vutuc
Department of Social Medicine
University of Vienna
Prof . Dr . K . (Jberla
Department for the Promulgation of Medical
Information, Statistics and Biomathematics
of the Grosshadern Clinic,
University of Munich
Prof . Dr . E .L . Wynder
American Health Foundation, New York

13 .00

Lunch Break
Passive smoking as a possible cause of further
diseases (pathology and clinic)

14 .30

Heart circulation diseases :
University lecturer Dr . M . Kentner
Department of Industrial Medicine
University of Erlangen
Prof . Dr . W .T . Ulmer
Medical Clinic & Policlinic of the Employers'
Association for the Establishments for the Sick
"Bergmannsheil", University of Bochum

15 .30

Effect of passive smoking on children :
Dr . C . Hugod
National Board of Health
Department of Hygiene, Copenhagen

16 .00

Coffee break
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16 .20

Smoking at the place of work and in public :
Prof . Dr . U . Henschler
Department cf Toxicology & Phar-macology
University of Wiirzburg
Prof . G . Lehnert
Central Department of Industrial Medicine
University of Hamburg
Prof . Dr . B . Raschauer
Department of State & Administrative Law
University of Vienna

17 .10

Summary :
Dr . K . Steyrer
Ex-Minister of Health
and Environmental Protection
Prof . Dr . W .L . Wonder
American Health Foundation, New York

18 .00

End of the event .
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PRESS RELEASE

cn ^.e press conference with
Federal :' ;sister Cr . Franz L.SCHnAx
Ex-_ sera_ Minister Dr . Kurt SIEYRE?
Professor Cr . G . :,EFNERT
Professor Dr . E .L .WYNDER

on the subject
Result of the symposium :
as a result of passive smoking?"

09 .30 .curs

3rd May 1988
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ILL AS A

Increasing c p_airts
r - -sr <_rs acout smoke cod a ira :icn, and
controversial
effects of passive smoking made __
urges : to exar_-•e th_s qu_s_icn frcn all sides within the framework of a
er-Federal minister D : . Kurt Steyre : in
c omprenens .v e s .mcosi_ . . .
the chair, a whole-day syrposiu .r on the subject "Ill as a result of
pass`ve s ;nokinc?" took place on L.d May 1988, 21 scientists from Eurcce
and - ::e USA par__c :pat_nc a-.d d_scuss_ag the scient_f :c kncwledce which
exists in this scne :e .
.
The ciscussion :reduced results *which went far beyond the actual sphere
Essentially the result of the wh .ole-day event can be surma :ised in the
following state-ents :
-

A causal con .:ecticn be : .een passive smoking and illnesses cannot be
proved .
.e scientific met :-nods are (still) net fine enough for
t :: is . There is no posi_ive proof of cancer diseases and such li :e
resulting from passive smoking . :` :e lack of proof does not however
mean that the lack of a cc ..ecticn counts as proved .
I-.cica :icrs of the organic effects of passive smoking are to be found
t :hrouchout, escecial'-y in lung and cardiovascular functions, without
clear connections tetween these effects and diseases having been
established . Specific ccnta-_nation as a result of passive smoking
ecuates to o .-.e contalr.ina :_cn which would occur with the consumption
of one cicar__te a day .
The greatest risks were esta=.lish.ed in smoking ocegnanc women for
their childr=_n . Children of women smokers weigh less at birth cn
average anal are more susceo :isle during the firs : year of their life
:c bronchia_ complaints and _ neu.rcnia than are chldren of nor,s,-,
.ccinc women .
Babies and small child :=-n should also not be exposed to passive
smoking contamination in s-=ky rocirs .

-

Tobacco smoke is an important cause of air pollution innn inside
rooms . It contains health damaging or cancer promoting substances .
Since no safe lower limits for such substance concentrations can be
stated, the unnecessary introduction of such substances into the
air breathed should be avoided as far as possible .
In particular for small children and affected e- .ployees, care trust
be sown that protective measures are taken against passive smoking .
e discussion showed clearly that active smoking is certainly much
more dangerous than passive smoking . For the health politician this
means that measures to reduce the consumption of cigarettes must be
focused primarily on the s, .c>ers . During the discussion, reference
was also mice specifically to the problem of smoking rooms in the
schools .

MEA IFES
-

,cove all, :nfcrr_acion for cregnant women should be reinforced, since
'_n this spme :e these are the guaranteed results about connect :icn..
be :ween lc,
. :.__ . .- weicn : and consequent infant mortality .
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cd'_rs shculd be extensively crcte_
against the effects of
s-.oke . This applies P :'i-arily to inside rocms and,-here again,
especially to s-rel , badly ventilated d e_liras . Eere appeals to the
parents are needed . This prcbiem cannct be resolved by rr .ea^s of
governmental measures .
-

Increased attention to the inside room ccncentraticn of smoke
substances . The cuesticn of hcw far t-- pertinent values for the
maximum constituents, for instance at the place of wcrk, still
correspond to the state of science, -us_ to prcperly related .
The fact that no clear endangering can ce proved, tut that a
scientifically proved risk exists, makes it necessary for the health
poll ticy to _react not with bans but with positive measures which
will facilitate the decision of the individual to avoid the risk .
The establishing of no scnking zones, pr :mrily on public transport
and in admistracive rccn.s open to tine public, is an important step in
this directicn .
Legal measures are desirable, to avoid conflicts te_ween non-snickers
and smokers . They are hcwever cnly sensible if they are effective .
The correct path lies, not in General bans, but in general protective
measures in firms, at public events, in means of transport and in
offices .
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Stud :es permit recocniucr. of the trerc tcwarfs .. .._c_ cc=nis :s .
CONFLICT OVER PASSIVE SMOKING ODNr:NL'ES .
For years new scientists and lajen have dis :uted .he-_-.er passive
smoking is harmful to h .ealth and, if yes, to what extent . :!a,-/ in the
course of the debate go so far as to naintain that passive s-eking
could, dust like active inhaling, cause !. ::.c cancer .
A whole-day hearing in Vienna, to which the Aust ;'_an Health Minister
Dr . Franz LOsc ::rak had issued invita_ations and in whic : 22 scientists
from Austria, West Germany, the United States and Denmar< participated,
showed however that an uneou :vocal c :a_r :ficaticn of this discuted
question is not at present wit_-rn sicnt . '_'ne studies avai'_acle
hitherto, which are supposed to show an increased risk of lure cancer as
a result of passive smoking, all exh=bit ccnsiderao_e deficiencies in
their formulation of cuesticns and study design, Professor Karl Qberla
from the Department of medical '_Rforoat :on ?rccess±nc, Statist_cs and
Hiomathematics at the Gresshadern Clinic of the Cni ;ersity of Munich
reported . He had looked through all the c:rr=_ntly availaole re=sults and
was of the opinion that "with a very precise ccnside ;aticn" c_` all
statements "not much core' was left . Meta-analyses, which a : :emot to
combine several studies into cne statement, mostly founder on
insufficient comparability and inade= . :ate cuality .
With careful examination of the studies, it was r.ct possible to prove
an increased risk of lung cancer as a result of passive socking, stated
Cberla and added verbatim : 'Epide.nioloay does not have a mission to
improve the world . It must not succ 7b to the spirit of the age and
produce imprecise proofs . The c_uesticn of health endangerment as a
result of passive smoking is open . A certain effect cannot be ruled
cut, - but it is likely to be small .'
It is time to exercise self-criticism of ones own discipline,
ProEesor Ernst Wynder, President of the American Health Foundation, New
York, believed . There was no agreement in design between the
individual studies . Wyler named as an exa.-ple the misclassification, of
non-snickers on the strength of the reply 'I do not smoke", which often
occurred in the studies . This classificaticn did not allcw for whether
someone had nevertheless previously smoked or still to-day smcked now
and then, and consequently classified himself as a non-smoker . Nor
could one rely on replies of spouses, parents or children, since it
often occurred that the latter did nc : nct_ce anything from the smoking
of the person in question .
S:JDIES WITH DI :

P1 :T DESIGN

the different types of lung carcinomas should be
In Wynder's opinion
taken into account . Non-smokers would cats, primarily T11-pe II
adenocarcinomas . These would actua'__y also be caused more frecuently
through passive sacking, which he ccc_d cc : however prove . In specific
occupational groups the risk would to increased just as 'little as in
smokers wno do pct inhale .
10

Cn t .-.e other hand, professor U .Hersch'_er from tre :Frzr`_nEnt of
Toxico_cgy and Prarmacology of .e
:- University of WCrzt_r? _°sated
t
trat the available studies permitted the clear recccn :t :on cf a trend
which proved the connection between passively inhaled tobacco srcke and
t o incidence of lung cancer . This related to a hycc :hesis to be taken
ser :ou_ .y, which could not simply be disposed of as unc_ove .
From the
ep_der ological studies, it was just that no criteria
a fairly large
cancer risk were shown, Henschler thought . The precise esti-ation of
the cis'< was made more difficult by the long manifestaz :on pecicd of the
carcinc :as . This applied also to animal experiments which, compared to
ep_demic_ogy, were currently gaining more and more in _ r_ortance . A
basis for preventive action was always present to-day .
A re-s -,=6 of all the addresses can be su .'n.arised in t : .e following
irers :
The methodology of the available studies is frecuent_v inadegt :ate .
Aart from passive smoking, too many ocher factors are reievart to
a ris :< of cancer .
Diagnosis by means of technically mature analytical -ethccs is : very
well possible to-day . But precisely as a result of this, the
interpretation of findings becomes ever more difficult .
Synergetic and antagonistic effects cannot be mutually delineated .
- Retrospective studies frequently disperse with precise bases for the
analysis of smoking behaviour or with a uniform mode cf cuestioning_ .
- The e :cperirents cannot be directly transferred to the situation in
everyday life and accordingly show in `art a considerable Error Cuota .
F rom t he results it is not possible to derive any scientifically
guaranteed, legal regulations . Scientifically based, individual
opinions could however already to-day initiate action to q ,.:araIr-ee the
orotcction of the corporal entirety, even though disease risks cannot
be orcved .
Anr.e*_te Boor)
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c,nta.:.-nat_en thrcuch passive smcKInc : LCsc . .naK invited

ncu :_r .

co s-okers da : .age only their own tcdies c : do they endargec at least
eVual :J the luncs of their fellow men? What measures cculc reduce the
number of active snokers? Federal Minister Franz LCsch .ak issued an
ir,v :tat_on to a s_Japo=iun, to clarify thess cuestiens . As an
censecuerce, the smoking rooms in scrools will be atolahe d .
Tre smoking rooms exert a great at_ractic-., especially cn youncer
pupils . For them smoking means "being with it, to act crown up' .
Stoking is however particularly har-cu1, precisely for young people .
FCC t :his reason the s-,okinc rcors will be acolished : smoking is no
lcnee_ to be sanctioned by the schools . 'y-.e 'snokinc rcc-' prc - ect has
f=4-Ed - prcbably src :. :ng will now take place secretly in the _cncol
loos
3'irister
LCschcak and the chairmann of the svr'p
um, Kurt Ste re_,
.
are agreed that the harmfulness of s-ckinc during pregnancy should be
increasingly pointed cut . Guarante_c results about t e corned :ens
between smokinc, a low birth weight and ccnsecuertial infa :.t rcr :al:t'r
exist . In addition, small children should a'-so be protected as ` :r as
^ossic'_e from the effect cf smoke .
In active smokers, the risk factors of several varieties of cancer and
permanent bronchitis increase enorm
..cusly . A connection between passi •J e
smoking and diseases is possible, doctors explained, but nct provable .
^-.e contamination as a result of passive smoking could e---,ate to the
consum-ation of cne cigarette a day .
S.ccing bans, as applied in the USA, do not threaten Austria's
smokers . Lschnak does not believe that po s rive effects can to
acn :esed either t :nrcuch bans or through 'horror information" .
Footccrach caption : Scon a thing of the Cast : s-ckir.g room in the SC-Col
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smckers remain the tas ,- .- p .-cb-'em . Sci=ntif-cally there
is no dc_ .._
the "fag"-adherents can expect the most severe ^ .ea_tn
dar-.ac e
ant'_-tobacco laws, as in the USA, are c;bvic=--',,r
uncnforc --c'c . ---t has r,-- t so far been possible unec-, -- Vccally to prove
statistically nealth da :7aqe as a result of passive
Experts ex ::a :.ned this yesterday at Health Xinis :sr - r . Franz
LCschnak's press conference .
The press ccnference had been preceded cn :ionday cy a sy7.7
,
r-sium in
Vienna with the title "III as a result of passive s .-oking?"
There is
plenty of scientific proof hit .iertc of the darage which
sm,cke :s Lnfl :.z : or, tnemselves through the 'fac', tut it is considerably
harder tc prove diseases which "smoke-free" citizens could contract as a
result of the `clue haze .
Prof . :rns -- -- .,,,ynder, president and medical director of the P :m.erican
Heal --h Fc=da---o,-i : "With such a large consu-ation as 3C to 40 cigarettes
a day one can hardly make statistical errors as an epicemolcgist . W,e
believe, however, that the epidemio :cq ,-ca-' investiqa :-, cns have riot
h -tnr=r
,
:o pro%Ez uniformly that there is a ccrmect :.c-, between passive
smoking and e .3 . an increased risk of cancer ."
Health Minis--_r L6schnak : "Part of the question has still riot tree .
clarified . ':ne contamination of the nor.-stickers :us
:
be
regarded as a certain risk ."
The minister does not however hold with such rigorous anti-tobacco
measures as have been introduced in recent times in :he United states .
"Cne must watch out that in a country nct everything is regulate ,! down
to the last da- zail, or that such regulations cannot '__ executed,"
Ldsc.mak explained .
Lschnak wants in future - the "Healthy Austria" action initiate by
him is to busy itself in 1989 with the subject of cancer and
ccrsc-que:-, ::'y FLso with the harmful effects of tobacco consw=ticn - to
stress specifically the health education of the young . Se proverbial
thorn in the flesh of the health experts are in this context the srmkirc
:1 exist in five percent of the schools .
:
rcccs which s
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Ln :_ :1nak : US bans are not envisaged
The snickers re-.a_n t-.e basic crcolen . Sc_entif :cally -,-ere is no dcutt
that the "fag"-ad-ere . .ts can expect the rest severe heal : :: da-ace .
However, anti-tccacco laws as in the USA are cbvious :y urenforci'bie . It
has not so far teen _-cssibie unequivocally to prove scat :scically health
damage as a resu__of_ passive s^okir.c .
Experts explained this recently
at Nea_th Min :stir Dr . Franz LCschna, s press conference .
The cress con_eren :e was preceded cv a syrwcsium in Vienna with the
of passive s-x4_ng?" There is indeed p'_e-.-_y o=
title " :11 as a
t_ .erto of the da-ace which smokers inflict on
scientific proof
themselves thrcucn t-•e "fag", but is is considerably harder to prove
diseases which "s-cke-free" citizens could contract as a result of the
blue haze .
Prof . Ernst L .i .'nde :, president and -•edical director of the ;:ericen
Health Foundatic- : With such a larce consurption as 20 to 40 cigarettes
a day, one can hard make statistical errors as an ecicen :olceist . We
believe, however, the : epidemiological investigations have not hitherto
unifor-_y proved that there is a correction between passive snck_ag and
Those people wr.c are exposed to the
e .g . an increased risk of cancer .
blue haze of the nicotine adherents, without themselves snaking, would
without doubt be exposed to ccr.taminaz :on which is r-a7.v t_:.es less than
the smokers' . -n connection with this, wynder also cave his opinion
that hitherto there was no proof of a connection between a ,- .- pollution
and more lung diseases . Health Minister LCschnak : :art cf the
cuestion is still no : clarified . The contamination of the ncn-rncke :s
must however be recarded as a certain risk .' Furtherocre the Minister
does not hold wit^ such rigorous art : - tobacco measures as have been
introduced in recent times in the United States . "Cne must make sure
that in a country not everything is regulated dcw ..n to the last detail,
or rather that such :_9ulaticns cannot be executed," LCschnak
explained .
Strict laws it this field may be su=ervisabie during the "fire : three
days", he, LCsc : .ak, would dread to see how such law would be
executed during the 20th or 300th week after their cone into.
forte
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Medical causal cha_ .n.5 between massive smoking and diseases Canrct be
established, but health con :s a nation can . This is t'-,e result of the
v :enrese sy-_csiun cn passive smking . Health Minister LLscnnak "arts
in future to strive _or ncn-srekinc in the schools and in f_rrs .
Cn Monday 24 spear;ers had tried to show the effects of passive s-cK :rg
at the inter at1GCc_ symposium Ill as a result of passive soking?" at
the Austria Centre in Vienna .
Federal Xin : ste : J . . Frar.z Lbschnak stated at a press conference,
which the ex-He alt- iinaster Dr . Eurt Steyrer and t :^,e President of the
Ar..erican Health Foundation, grof . Jr . Ernst L .nyr.cer, participate :, that
no causal medical ccrnectio-.s between passive smoking amid diseases had
been established .
It had hcwever teen pcssitle to establish indications of crganic
effects, es_ecial_v _n lung and cardiovascular functions . St; ec :f_c
ecntaminaticn as a result of passive smoking would ecua_e to the
contamination of one cigarette per day .
"The danger for the children of pregnant wcmen who s,-oke is clear,"
Steyr_r drew attention to one of the most
the ex-Health :c_
Mini--irportant results ci the s=osium .
Studies showed t -.a t children cf s cooking mothers weighed on average 200
to 300 grams less and that they were more susceptible to bronchial
cc slaints and pneumonia during t :eir first year of life than children
of non-smoking mothers .
The experts were
agree-lent that health education and enlightenment
about the "blue haze" must tecin already with the children . As gref .
Dr . rayncer explained, there is a prograrme in USA sc :hcols with 30 hours
of instructicn in health behaviour .
In Austria there are still smoking rooms in about 5 percent of the
schools . Health sinister LCschnak now wishes to introduce measures,
in collaboration :i th the school authorities, for more publicity for
ncn-s-oking .
In doing so there is also the thought of sending doctors into the
smoking roars, to dive infor-a :icn on the spot about the dangers of the
"fag"
LOscnnak wants to star= a further non-s-oking camr-aicne in firms
next year in eonnecticn wit'- the action "Healthy Austria" .
On strict laws, such as the rigorous smoking bans in the USA,
LCschrak stated that they could possibly be supervised during the
"first three days" . He would not however like to see how such laws
would be executed in the 30th or 300th week after coming into force .
The health spokes-an of the Viennese VP, Prcvir .cial Assembly delegate
Dr . Erwin Pasinger, stated on the occasion of the the symposium that
attempts to gloss ever the dangers resulting from passive smoking or to
continue researching until definitive proof could be produced was no
longer defensible flan . to-day's standpoint .
Photocrapn cacticn : The "passive smoking sy-pcsiun" arranged by Health
Minister LOscnnak, :n which the ;vest German industrial medicine
representative Leinert, the President of the ?jrerican Healt- oLnda : cn,
k nder, and the ex-Health Minister Povincial Assembly delegate Steyrer
particicated, lasted ele' :en hours . A total of 21 addresses '.sere -ace .
15
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cr disease not proved .

VIENNA (s .4--do) . ,t.en one it ;esticates toe s`coificance of oassLve
smoking for health, one rust tall : accut . . 'sarce rather than
. 21 experts reached t .-Ls c=nclus : .n at the s_,--posium "Iii
endangerment
as a result of passive sccKinc?" C- Tuesday a : a press ccr.ference in
Vienna, Health Min_s :er Franz : sconak sccke c : :_ acaiost strict bars
and for enlightenment and health . educar :cn already in the schools .
He wishes however to abolish: also the re-aininc smoking rooms in schools
and to achieve th :each the industr_al in.scecto :ate a coma :ib'_e
coexistence of smokers and non-s-ckers .
"The only group, in which a clear he=alth risk through passive smoking
can be established are toe unborn child -en of ,:cmen who smoke during
pregnancy," ex-Health Minister Furl Steyre :, ,ho had chaired the
sy-,pcsium, explained . These children we_gned about 300 grans less at
birth and were more often susceptible to lunc diseases . The same
battened to babies who lived :n smoker : .cusehc ds .
"Tat is also a reascr, why we should steer clear of bans," LOschnak
explained . Since t=e 7a - cri--y o'_ cassise smcKers suffered from the
nicotine indulgence of . cc-.e :in t - e fa -ly . Pans could not be enforced
here . As opposed to tne ,cited States, _n
according to the latest
reports smokers are to be officially "raised" to drug addicts,
LOschnak would rather orc-ete oco-s-cki_ng by positive measures . The
Health Minister takes these to ream
ctectiive measures in fir:rs, a •_
events, in means ct transport ar.d in official offices" . In addition the
"Eealth minister's warni-g" cn cicarette packets is to be printed
larger .
The measures should be effective directly at the place of work .
Primarily the conta.-unation to which non-s,,,oke :s are sub ected by their
smoking colleagues should thereby be reduced .
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CANCER RIO( FOR PASSIVE SLACKERS : AN UZTRESOLVED CONFLICT OF
Own report "Presse" 3 .4 .98
VIENNA (st) . A-1 that seers c-ear : It is bes : not to inhale tobacco
smoke at all . Thcse people who have to permit themselves to be 'smoked"
could - NB cculd - have their health put at risk . That is, briefly
stated, the result of a symposium 'I11 as a result of passive smoking?"
arranged yesterday by the Ministry of Health with about tHc dozen
national and international scientists .
There is no proof that passive smokers are not exposed to an increased
cancer risk . Nor has the opposite teen proved . A11 that appears
certain is that nor.-smokers, e .g . in offices, inhale as much smoke as
though they were to sricke one cigarette a dav .
Yesterdays scientific argumentaticn that the room air of smokers is
impregnated with - provable - cancer suspicious substances mist make
passive smokers laugh . None of the experts is able to say precisely
what ccnsecuences that has .
Indoor Pc :1ut_4 c, ." is a scarcely researched
heading .
'If one compare= pass : •:e smc :<i .-.g and smckir.c in their risk dimension,
one is a cracker ar.d the other an atcr.'c bomb,' says the Hamburg
industrial medicine representative Professor Lehnert .
Fe asks himself and consecuently a!<_-- others whether sham fights are
being conducted he :e : Are not - also for slight illnesses - other
environmental factors (e .g . dust conta.-haticn at the work place,
traffic exhaust cases) cf greater - and less researched - _ •pertamce?
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P'FESILL S" :OKE .S ?PPEAL TJ
At toe opening of the sympcs :cn "__l as a resu L c' cass_ ;e s -ck .n g ?'
at the Austria Centre Vienna, the Health Minister F__ . : LCsc :nak
retorted on Mcnday that he receives ever core co . 'a : . :s frsm t '- e
pcoulation abcut enforced passive
Lion-s-,okers ce„p :ain trot hey are exposed in -any z-- aces to
contamination by s;rokers, a proportion of then even f__- that t` .ei .:
health is at risk and demand a restriction of smoking cehaviour in
public . L3schnak believes that, if the proof that passive smoking
causes lung cancer were to be valid_v cresented, it would be his duty as
Health Minister to protect passive s-citers accordirc_y .
The symposium, to which numerous international experts have teen
invited, should contribute towards c'ar'fying this c _stior .

8
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Tuesday, 3rd May _ ;38

_Cschnak : Symposium should clarify or :clens of "cass'_,e sackers" .
_MESS AS A RESULT OF PASSIVE S'CK :`G?
Health Minister Dr . Franz Lbsc.-..ak at the oceninc of a sy-.ccsiun on
the subject 'Ill as a result of passive smoking?" on Mcrday at the
Austria Centre Vienna alluded to the fact that he is receiving ever more
complaints from the pcoulation about enforced passive :smoking .
ton-smokers complain that they are ex csed to srrcke ccncaminaticn in
many places .
A proportion of non-smokers even feel that their he-- th is at risk and
vehemently demand a restriction of the smoking behaviour in public or
non-smoking as a public behaviour no= .
"If the proof that passive smoking causes lung cancer were to to
validly presented, it will be m_v duty as Health Minister to protect
cassive smokers accordingly," said Lbschnak .
The symposium, to which Lechrak invited a number of internationally
recognised experts who have researched the subject of massive smoking in
various contexts, but have not in doing so always arrived at the same
conclusions, will serve to clarify this question .
The Health Minister pointed to the fact that the helplessness which
many non-smokers experience in the face of the thought :essr.ess an.d lack
of consideration of many smokers has probably contributed towards the
demand in recent times for the extension of smoking bans being so
vehemently advanced .
A further argument has arisen, namely that of damage to health as a
result of passive smoking, in which the standpoints in the scientific
argument are contraversial and many facts of the case appear
contradictory .
In connection with this Lbscb ak na.-ed the r.ewscace : report,
according to which passive smoking was supposed to cause health troubles
which ecuate in order of magnitude c_ even surpass :nose of the active
smoker .
Clarification of this was to be sc . :cht at the
LCschnak referred specifically to a report on t .oe :--altccnseguences of involuntary smcki .-.g _°-o- the USA,
._ : . . was interpreted
_ .. Austria as having proved ur.ecuivocs_ly the ha :7f,:_.ess to health of
_assive sacking .
17
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:GO Much BLUE HAZE
Minister :,Aschnak extendcd invita_icns to the sy ., .c;_Gu
as a
result of passive snnking7' on 2nd : :ay 1938 .
h e quostfcn-rark charactec_sed the event very tellingly, since nut-ii in
both its otyle and its cd_ective a .at appear questicnanle .
mat lies behind it?
Since recent'-y, in the tnited Stc :cs very ri,ocouw :ec. :aticns exist
for the protection of the non-slickers . S : .ckiar7 is no lc. ;er allowed in
public places, in offices, e tc . a r.d io allowed only in a few isolated
places in resta-rants, aircraft, e_c . ?;lth the ?meri .ans' special
enthusias, these regulations are brouc, .t into force in public buildings
and offices and even on the street and have put the sake :s in nany
spheres of public life in the dirty fellow corner . Smoking is certainly
"out' socially in f ericn at preset . The proportion of snkers under
dcctoro r ::d hospital staff for inot : ce is rapidly decreasing .
Acainst the background of these facts and health political :r asures in
the United States, the attack was nc .1 sounded in Austria on 2nd may .
loll knowr eroerto from home and abroad .ere surr-,c; ;,ed at t e
invitation of Canister LZschnak
t '-e discussion cha_rzuahip of
ex- oalth Minister 5urt Steyrer .
he event was financed - and that ; :ay give rise to suspicions - . by the
Austria Tarakwerken .
;'he selection of the invited exrerts was exceptionally variegate :, but
perhaps unfortunately not balanced : Certainly all ispor :ant aspects
relating to passive smoking were discussed in detail . Par :icipants were
social medical workers, tcxicolajicts, regretably only cne expert : on
:-plaints of the respiratory tracts, no paediatricians, instead an
.
co
environmental medical worker specialised in questions of environmental
hygiene for children, a further industrial aedical worker and a
relatively large host of epidemiologists .
Chilling analyzes of the composition of cigarette s,nke were followed
by exhaustive discussions of the so called side stress- s,cRe . In fact
the nooses of carcinogenic substances in the side st .tam snake clearly
exceeds that in the rain stream smcke . It has also been proved that the
substances directly associated with tobacco such as nicotine and
cotinine for exa7ple are absorbed -ore by children than b y a dults . i t
is not disputed that passive sucking allows measurable quantities of
substances contained in tobacco to be identified in the body . Quantity
and itenzity depend however on the duration and concentration of the
tobacco smoke impregnating the roc,, air .
he public, who appeared only by invitation, were not ouch animated to
discussion . Health political aspects were in fact only touched on
slightly . : .here was an obstinate sticking to the proof of the
carcinogenesis of passive smoking . Only President t ;eu,a .rn de:randed
urgently required discussions which went beyond the sirtxsium, nacoly
health political education of the young, primarily in view of the
unfavourable experience with smoking roars, and primarily also the
increased attention to the chronic damage of smoking to the respiratory
tract within the meaning of unspecific chronic respiratory tract
diseases .
Dr . Rasinger, environmental protection spokesman far t .-.o Austrian
charter of nedicine, voiced the suspicion that this event was to serve
only to g inns- over the currently still not cc :rplete'_y cccceivable damage
resulting from passive smoking .
The fear unfortunately proved t :ue in what follc%,~eh : The great
1s
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dear nco of the opidcr olcjists took place, a thor~ :a_y re-.cwnec
crcvp of scientists who, cn the strength of the studies core c : ..1 b~
the.selves, ccu_d not assert a positive connection to*_. .een puca :.ve
.- .
i
s .long and an .creased
_sk of cancer . Particularly emptL_sed was
.tile`
.
the criticises advanced by prof . ^herlar, Munich, of studies :
produced a connection bet •~een paccive srnoaing and lung cancer . E1e was
ccngenially supported in this by Prof . wynder, president of the A.:.erican
E_alth Fcundat_on in New York - furtherrare ~n~nder cc :ld have very
a_onif_contly determined the precede structure as well as the
selection of the caea .~ers for this symposium .
The attitude of the epide^iolocists had ha,ever one great dra .tack :
Rely those studies with a positive connection were seejected to intense
cr'itic'ism, much less however those which shared no connection, including
those studies carried out by themselves . As particularly galling, die
can rote the fact that none of the epidemiologists criticised by then
were invited to this event, to personally justify their studies . „,e
1_c tenor was therefore in rr opinion informed only unilaterally, a
balanced discussion of the subject was consequently not actually
ocssible .
After these very suspicious attitudes of the epideniclog iszs, it was
difficult for the subsequent participants in the discussion to escape
from the dramatic technique of the event . One already tendec to f-4-.d
for the accused 'passive coking' in dubio pro reo .
University lecturer Sinc_nger of the Tind Univ . Cli_r._c in Vienna
was able to show Jr-pres ively the harmful effect of tc` .scco smoke on
the vascular system, the cuesticn of the effect on passive stokers •.;as
however doubted . The mode : of an exoosure charmer (trials rrrscrnel
were exposed to the smoke of 30 cigarettes of the 'Gi_anes' brand) wt<ich
he sha .•e d was dismissed ac unrealistic . In fact no ---ever suc.`• quantities
in the region of bars or discos or in the car with the waindc•- s shut are
thoroughly realistic .
Disappointing and thoroughly glossing over was the attitude of th,e
pulnologist Prof . U:'er frog C:ochum, %,t1om I personally appreciated as
an exc=llent scientist and critical spirit . fie discussed cn'_y his owe.
defined studies of miners with and without exposure to smoke, in wlicn
no certain connection could be established . Fe failed however to go
clearly into the iLrunense importance of smoking in the pathogenesis of
many lung complaints, such as asthma, emphysema and chronic bronchitis .
;.lso regarding the problem of passive smoking in children, the
attitude of the environmental expert t_cm Denrurk was too superficial .
He indeed mentioned that smoking women run an increased risk of giving
pre.'rature birth as well as of the physical underdeve'_c_ment cf their
newly born babies, but the increased risk of more fre;uent respiratory
tract infection of children in the households of smokers was
insufficiently stressed .
The disc ssion of questions arising was then rather :moderate, also
because at this late point in time the audience had already malted away .
The summary of the event, which was then made by Kurt Steyrer was that
no guaranteed connection of an increased risk of cancer as a result of
passive smoking existed, that however everything must be done to
convince the active smker of his health endangeront .
. ::e tenor of the press conference next day was similar . le"; •n der
retorted afresh cn the unproved connection as an impcrtant result of
this symposium . The press reports then also reflected this .
The public had successfully been prevented from being made aware of
the ill,ess-inducing effect of smoking .
:n conclusion therefore it is nct PC,-z,-)1e to spare t'.:e person
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for this _ectacle same important reproacnes :
1 . The selection of the speakers was not balanced . Only those
epiderriclog ists of one opinion group were invited to speak, and they
used the opportunity to thoroughly tear to pieces, more or less
in safety, other colleagues who found a positive connection
between health endangerment and passive smoking . Too little tribute
was paid to the fact that t:.e American health authorities have
already, in two large, hitherto unccntradicted reports, based on
precisiely these uninvited experts, classified passive smoking as a
health risk in connection with an increased risk of cancer and also
an increased risk of unspecified lung corrplaints .
2 . With this constellation, ir::crtant health political aspects could not
be disc.:ssed . The nunDer of expects who could rake statements about
the connection between snoring and unspecified lung corplaints were
underrepresented . Also in the auditorium there were hardly any
doctors and only a few experts on pulmolcgy .
3 . it would have done much more good for the integrity of the symposium
if Minister IAschnak had arranged this symposium at ministerial
expense, instead of accepting the Austria Tabakwerke as sponsor . The
health policy of the Republic of Austria should be worth arranging
out of its own purse and not, by calling in a highly dubious sponsor
for this task, to discredit the significance and value of such an
event and as a result to give it the smell of manipulation .
9lmcnarising, one can only agree with Rasirger's argument that here a
potential health risk is being glossed over : Much was done to play down
the danger of passive smoking . Only very little was done, however, to
offer a balanced and promising basis for discussion of the Austrian
environmental policy on the lines of publicity for no smoking .
In toto, therefore, only a great deal of blue haze - but perhaps it
was also cue to the sponsor of the event .
The Austrian Chamber of Medicine will in any case continue to pay
attention to its task regarding objective and, under the aspects of
health policy, responsible reporting . There will be a lot to say
against this event . The next opportunity for this will be the inquiry
'T'he environment and the childish bronchial system', directed by the
Social medical worker prof . K.urze as well as by the President of the
Austrian Camber of Medicine prim . Neurann on 10th June 1988 .
AD Dr . Heinrich ?{tech, pulmologist .
Austrian Chamber of medicine .
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Sy-pcsLuo on "Sickness due to Passive Smoking?"
OAZ !C/25th .'!ay

L988

In the report on the Symposium entitled "Sickness due to
Passive Smoking?" organised by the FRG Minister for Health
Dr loschnak . which appeared in the Osterreichischen
Arztezeitung (Austrian Doctors' Journal) 10/88 under the
title "Too much Blue Haze" [Translator's note .-T-is is the
literal translation, but the title is a play on words, and
would also translate as "Too much Sheer Invention"],
accusations were made against the Organiser which require
correction .
Firstly, it should be pointed out that Herr Dr Loschnak
organised the symposium with the aim of hearinc the opinions
of experts on the dangers to health of passive smoking,
since, if passive smoking does causes diseases cf the
respiratory tract, this would be a strong argument for the
politician responsible for health to initiate a further
restriction on smoking .
Since the question of the danger to health of passive
smoking is the subject of controversy ir, the scientific
literature, the Health Minister himself wished to seek
clarification . The speakers were suggested by the experts in
the field . Prof . Wynder was involved neither in the
organisation of the programme nor in the choice of speakers .
As regards the selection of the subjects and the speakers,
the following were of decisive importance : to cover as many
as possible of the areas in which passive smoking is at
present being discussed as a possible influence, and to
allow voices on both sides of the debate to be heard . For
technical reasons, the invitations had to be restricted to
German-speaking experts .
The Austria Tabakwerke only partly financed this event, by
agreeing to pay the costs of the symposium venue . the Health
Minister took the view that the Austria Tabakwerke, as cause
of the problem, should also bear a proportion of the
costs--a view which would certainly interest the tax-payer,
given the limited nature of public funds . However, the
Austria :'abakwerke did not have any inflence on theprogramme
arrangements .
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It is also not true that the American report on ,.he
detrimental effect of passive soaking on the health had nct
been criticised unt :_ now . On ISth April 1988, inn the
resumption of the 79th Senate debate in the US Congress,
this report and other research results were discussed, and
it was established that the scientific results did not
support the conclus :cns of the Surgeon General that passive
smoking causes disease, includin g lung cancer .
A discussion on the damaging effects of smoking on the
health cannot take place in a meeting on passive smoking
because the crcwded programme, with 21 speakers, made this
impossible on grounds of time available . In any case, the
detrimental effects of smoking on health are known and
u ndisputed . i t should also be known that the Health Minister
has initiated a series of measuras which serve to protect
the non-smoker from being annoyed by smoke, even if actual
danger to health through passive smoking cannot be
demonstrated .
Finally, it should be pointed out that the symposium was a
scientific meeting, to which were invited representatives of
the health authorities, the medical community, delegates of
various professional bodies and organisations, ministers and
politicians . It is not customary to make scientific meetings
open to a wide public, nor can those issuing the invitations
have any influence cn whether the invitees honour the
invitation . the Health Cepartment would also have welcomed
the presence of a greater number of representatives of the
medical profession and the widening of the discussion around
the technical contributions .

On behalf of the Federal Minister for Health and
the Public Service .
Dr Erlacher
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